one small voice

Until he became First Baron Conesford of Chelsea, Henry
George statues was a longtime Tony M.P. whose dry,
argumentative speeches often had the salutary effect of
empowering the House of Commons of all but its most conscientious
members. But recently his lordship was the center of a
taunt of that gave him the biggest audience of his career.
In effect he had raised a delicate question: Who is respon-
sible for correcting the English language?

In a speech before the Author’s Club of London, his
lordship charged that America costs the blame for
much of the poor current English. Americans speak "so
wicked and admirable," and his lordship gave his listeners
to determine whether "building blocks." But he was
appalled by the U.S. use of "face up to" for "face, meet
up with" for "assert, check up on" for "check." "Those
strangers, you and I, do not shudder at the influence of German
immigrants who did not learn English."

Then there was that horrid word, "underprivileged.""The
Americans say it because of the fashion for using long
words they don’t understand and rejecting short words like
‘poor’, which they consider mildly improper." It was,
in short, an expression of anger at the influence of German
immigrants who did not learn English.

"And then there was that absurd," the lordship said.
"The, Americans are horrid," said the lordship. "We are
horrid." And what, he added, are Americans mean by
"inspiration"—inspired or inspired.

On TV, his lordship found himself on the defensive. Is
why don’t you?
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